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Composition of matter

● All matters build from atoms
● Atoms consist of a Nucleus and Electrons
● The nucleus consists of Neutrons and Protons
● Neutrons and protons consist of Up and Down quarks

Fundamental matter particles: Electrons, Up quarks, Down quarks
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The Standard Model of particle physics

● Fermions (spin ½) quarks and leptons are 
the building blocks of matter

● Bosons (integer spin) carry the forces: 
electromagnetic (photon), weak force (W, Z) 
and strong force (gluons)

● Higgs boson (spin 0): gives mass to particles

Hadrons are made of quarks
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constitute the 
matter around us

+antiparticles



Open questions

● Many open questions about the standard model, 
e.g. why 3 families

● Dark matter: unexplained mass of the universe as put in 
evidence by Astrophysics

● Where did all the antimatter go after the big bang ?
● Mass of the neutrinos not explained by the standard 

model
● Can we include the gravity in a unified model ?

 … and many others…
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Rotation curve of spiral galaxy Messier 33



Research cycle
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The Large Hadron Collider
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CERN Accelerators
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The scale…
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Inside the tunnel
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The LHC beams

2 beams made of ~2800 little bunches (packets) of ~100 billion of protons each
(each packet is ~10s cm long, with the radius of a hair)

● Rotating in opposite direction at a speed very
close to the speed of light

● Made to collide at the center of the detectors….

The bunches cross every 25ns,  
leading to “only” 10s of collisions at every crossing

The size of the nucleus is in the order of 10-15 m…. 

LHC can also accelerate ion beams (e.g. Pb, Xe)
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What happens in the collisions?

2 quarks/gluons close enough to interact 
will produce new particles at the heart of our detectors

Could be any particle (as long as there is enough energy, as per E = mc2, and 
that conservation laws are respected),. 

We need to run over long periods of time to produce statistics about the 
results

Short lived particles decay with lifetime depending on the interaction:

● Strong force:  in the order of 10-24s
● Electromagnetism: in the order of  10-16s
● Weak force: up to 10-12s/10-13s ⇒ secondary vertex visible in our 

detectors

Primary vertex

secondary vertex
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LHC experiments
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CMS
Length: 21m
Diameter: 15m
14000T

Alice
26mx16mx16m
10000T

LHCb
21mx10mx13m
5600T

ATLAS
Length 46m,
Diameter 27m
7000T



What does a collision look like ?
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Detection principles

Use particle interactions with matter to identify their characteristics e.g.

● Charged particles ionize matter of the materials they cross
○ Useful to identify their trajectory → tracking

● All particles will interact with the material they cross 
○ More likely in dense material, creating showers of new particles → Calorimetry

● Charged particles are deflected by magnetic fields…

LHC detectors feature multiple sub-detectors optimized to gather specific 
information about the particles in the decay. Together they can reconstruct the 
full picture
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The ideal(?) detector(s)

100% efficient, over all directions, but a compromise can be effective…
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General Purpose Detectors  vs Dedicated

LHCb covers 4% of the solid angle in the 
forward region  but captures 40% of the 
“b-cross section” 
(i.e. all generated particles with b-quarks)
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Tracking charged particles



Trackers detect
 charged particles

without interfering (too much) with their trajectories

E.g. on LHCb

● Silicon pixel detector close to the interaction region 
(LHCb Vertex Locator)

○ High granularity: ~41 106 pixels of 55 um 
○ Sensors placed in 2x26 moveable modules
○ expensive!

● Silicon Tracking Detector (UT) just before the magnet 
(4 layers)

● Scintillating fibre detector (SciFi) after the magnet
○ 3 stations with 3 layers each
○ Lower granularity but covers a large surface 

5mx6m

Combining all hits we can derive the trajectories of 
charged particles
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Magnets used to bend the trajectories of 
charged particles

F = q V x B

Track curvature allows deriving:

● Sign of the charge
● Momentum of the particle



Pixel trackers

LHCb Vertex Locator sensors
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LHCb Vertex Locator half

Schema of a silicon sensor

Electronics has to work in a 
high radiation environment, 
and is cooled down at -25C !



LHCb Scintillating Fibre Tracker

LHCb SciFi installed
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LHCb SciFi under construction

Multiple “mats” of scintillating 
fibre optic cables:

● Photons produced when 
charged particles cross 
the fibres

● Fibres carry the photons 
to detectors

● Geometry adapted to 
detect the positions 
(several layers, some are 
tilted by a few degrees)
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Measuring energy



Measuring Energy
Destructive detectors: 
try to stop the particles 
and get them to deposit 
their energy in the 
detector

Measure the energy and e.g.  
help separating hadrons (protons, 
mesons) from electrons and 
photons

N.B. Neutral particles are not 
seen by the trackers
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LHCb Calorimeters

Installation of the LHCb electromagnetic calorimeter (the Magnet is visible on the left).
Notice the design in 2 moving sections, on rails. 26



CMS Calorimeter

CMS Electromagnetic calorimeter: ~76000 lead tungstate 
crystals

Crystals scintillate as electrons and photons traverse them. 
With photodetectors to collect the light….
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Measuring Velocity



Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors
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LHCb features 2 RICH detectors: one before 
and one after the magnet

The opening angle of the cone of light allows 
deriving the speed of the particles

⇒ As their momentum is known we can derive 
the mass and therefore identify the particle



LHCb RICH1 Detectors

LHCb RICH1 Detector
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The opening angle of the 
cone of light allows 
deriving the speed of the 
particles

⇒ As their momentum is 
known we can derive the 
mass and therefore 
identify the particle

LHCb RICH1 Detector
(from the other side compared to 
diagram)



Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors
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Detecting muons



Detecting muons
Muons are not affected by the 
strong force, only by the weak 
and electromagnetic forces.

They are much heavier than 
electrons (200x) so can cross the 
calorimeters

Detected by elimination: they are 
the only charged particles left 
after the calorimeters…
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Putting it all together
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To analyse an event one needs to combine the signals from all sub-detectors

● Identify tracks
● Gather energy deposits in calorimeters and match them with tracks
● Match muon tracks with the tracking system output 
● Match the Cherenkov photon in the RICH with tracks

… at 40 MHz???????
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There are many many types of 
sensors, and other types of 
detectors (e.g. the Time 
Projection Chamber in ALICE)

Very active field, with uses 
outside of High Energy 
Physics



Filtering events

Not all events are interesting 
from a physics point of view

We need to filter to keep only 
the meaningful events to keep 
resource use reasonable
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Why move to a software trigger ?

LHCb needs to select the interesting physics in 
the 106 candidates/second…

⇒ Need to reconstruct the events to know what 
to keep, whereas hardware triggers rely on raw 
detector output (e.g. energy in the calorimeters, 
presence of muons)
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Until 2018 From 2022



LHCb: Reading the data from the detector

~19000 fibre links between the 
detector (100m underground) 
and the computing farm

170 servers to read the data and 
pre-filter (HLT1)

More than 4000 servers for the 
event filter second pass

Up to 40PB of disk storage

Reading from multiple channels, 
with synchronization needed!!!
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LHCb Data Acquisition

Uses Field Programmable 
Gate Arrays (FPGA) for logic 
(programmation with VHDL or 
Verilog)
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LHCb Online farm

More than 4000 servers 
in the racks
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19000 fibres connect the 
experiment with the computer 
center

LHCb 
computing 
center at CERN



Conclusion

Detectors allow recording tracks and energy deposits of the particles created during the 
proton-proton collisions produced at the Large Hadron Collider

● Multiple sub-detector outputs have to be processed
○ Each with a different role in the overall reconstruction of the event 

● Filtering of the data is mandatory to keep budget reasonable
○ A “trigger” has to process the data in real time and keep the “interesting” events

● The selected events can be used to perform measurements of various quantities
○ With the ultimate goal of writing papers

Trend towards more software in triggers, thus increasing the importance of software 
development practices

Software and computing infrastructure are crucial to the analysis of the data
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